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In January 1963, Konrad Adenauer, the chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany, came to Paris to sign a treaty of friendship with France. This was an event of considerable political importance. The German government, it seemed, had decided to form a kind of bloc with the France of President Charles de Gaulle, a country which for some time had been pursuing a policy with a distinct anti-American edge. Indeed, just one week before Adenauer’s visit, de Gaulle had risen up against the United States. He had announced that France was going to veto Britain’s entry into the European Common Market. If the British were allowed in, de Gaulle argued, continental Europe would eventually be absorbed into a “colossal Atlantic Community, dependent on America and under American control,” and this France would not permit.1 The German government seemed to share de Gaulle’s sentiments. How else could its willingness to sign a treaty with France at that particular point possibly be interpreted?

The Americans were enraged by what France and Germany had done, and the Kennedy administration, then in power, decided to take a very hard line. The Europeans, President Kennedy felt, could not be expected to pursue a pro-American policy simply because of what the United States had done for them in previous years. “We have been very generous to Europe,” he told the National Security Council on January 22, 1963, “and it is now time for us to look out for ourselves, knowing full well that the Europeans will not do anything for us simply because we have in the past helped them.”2 They would come around, in his view, only if the most intense pressure were brought to bear. The United States would

---

threaten to pull its military forces out of Europe. The Europeans would be forced to make a choice. It would be made clear to them that they could not have it both ways. If they wanted to be fully independent politically, they would also have to be fully independent militarily – that is, they would have to provide for their own defense.

Kennedy had made the same point a few months earlier in a meeting with the famous writer André Malraux, French minister of culture and a de Gaulle confidant. “A Europe beyond our influence – yet counting on us – in which we should have to bear the burden of defense without the power to affect events” – this, the president thought, just could not be.3 De Gaulle, he warned, “should make no mistake: Americans would be glad to get out of Europe.”4 And this, it should be noted, was no idle threat. The United States, in Kennedy’s view, did not need Europe. As he told his top advisors on January 25, 1963, “we can take care of ourselves and are not dependent upon European support.”5

West Germany, exposed to Soviet power as it was, was the primary target of this policy. “There is not much we can do about France,” Kennedy said, “but we can exert considerable pressure on the Germans.”6 And that pressure could be exerted in one and only one way. “The threat of withdrawing our troops,” the president thought, “was about the only sanction we had.”7 It was made abundantly clear to the Germans that, if they wanted American military protection, they could not pursue an “independent,” Gaullist, anti-American policy. Those warnings had the desired effect. Forced to choose, the Germans in 1963 chose the United States.8

In January 2003, another German chancellor, Gerhard Schröder, met in Paris with another French president, Jacques Chirac. The two men had come together to celebrate the fortieth anniversary of the Franco-German Elysée Treaty, but they took advantage of the occasion to adopt a common position on the most important foreign policy issue of the day, the question of a possible war on Iraq.

For months, it had been clear that the United States had been heading toward war with that country. US policy had been laid out, for example, in a major speech Vice President Dick Cheney gave on August 26, 2002.

4 Ibid.
6 Ibid, p. 489.
For Cheney – and there was no doubt that he was speaking for the president – the Iraqi threat was growing, and it was important to deal with it sooner rather than later. The Iraqi dictator, Saddam Hussein, had “systematically broken” all the agreements he had entered into at the end of the Gulf War in 1991. He had promised at that time that Iraq’s nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons would be destroyed, and an inspection regime had been set up to make sure that those promises were honored. But work on those forbidden weapons had continued. Iraq had “devised an elaborate program” to keep the inspectors in the dark. The inspection regime had thus not been able to guarantee that Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction (WMD) programs had been shut down permanently. Given the nature of the threat, it was vitally important, Cheney said, to take action before it was too late.9 And this, one should note, was not just the view of a right-wing clique that had somehow managed to hijack government policy. A number of key senators and respected elder statesmen (including former secretaries of state Henry Kissinger, George Shultz, and James Baker) took basically the same general line.10

This was the policy that first Germany and then France came to oppose, and to oppose in a very direct and public way. Chancellor Schröder, in the heat of an electoral campaign, made it clear by the beginning of September 2002 that he was against a war with Iraq no matter what. He would oppose war even if the UN Security Council authorized a military operation.11 German opinion was heavily anti-war, and it seemed that Schröder had decided to try to win what was by all accounts a close election “by running against America.”12

The French position at that time was more ambiguous. In September 2002, it seemed that the French government might be willing eventually to approve the use of force if Iraq were given one last chance to come clean about its weapons programs and to destroy whatever forbidden weapons it still had. The US government had decided, after a serious internal debate, to try to work through the United Nations, and the French

foreign minister, Dominique de Villepin, had proposed a possible course of action. At a lunch with Secretary of State Colin Powell, de Villepin “floated the idea of having two resolutions,” one that would demand that Iraq disarm, to be followed by a second authorizing military action if Iraq failed to comply. “Be sure about one thing,” Powell told his French colleague. “Don’t vote for the first, unless you are prepared to vote for the second.” And “Villepin assented, officials who were there said.”

A resolution was adopted and the Iraqis allowed the UN inspectors, who had left in 1998, to come back in. But, as Chirac himself would admit, Iraq was not “sufficiently cooperative.” For the French, however, this did not mean that the time for military action had come. Instead, the Chirac government dug in its heels. Its opposition to American policy hardened. In January, when Chirac and Schröder met in Paris, France basically aligned its policy with that of Germany: the two countries had come together to oppose the United States.

Their efforts focused on the UN Security Council. The basic tactic was to insist that the use of force against Iraq would be legal only if the Security Council gave its consent and at the same time to do what they could to make sure the Security Council would not authorize US action, not for quite some time at any rate. In that way, a US military operation would come across as illegitimate; the hope was that, rather than engage in what would be branded an illegal use of force, the Americans would back down and war would be avoided. So for six weeks after the Paris meetings, according to one of the best-informed discussions of this affair, Chirac and Schröder “worked the phones, visited foreign capitals and called in diplomatic chits. Their goal: nothing less than the reining in of what they saw as a rogue superpower. The German ambassador to the UN boasted in one confidential e-mail to colleagues at his foreign ministry that their strategy was to isolate the US and make it ‘repentantly come back to the [UN Security] Council,’ seeking compromise.”


16 Champion et al., “Allies at Odds.”
It was clear that what was at stake was of absolutely fundamental importance. For the German foreign minister, Joschka Fischer, what was at issue was nothing less than the “question of a new world order after the end of the Cold War.” And many Europeans opposed the idea of an American-dominated world order – an order which they saw as based on the strength and will of a single extraordinarily powerful country. In their view – and one comes across countless articles in the European, and especially the French, press based on premises of this sort – the USA was a lawless state, an arrogant, overbearing, presumptuous power, a country that no longer felt any obligation to play by the rules, a country that relied on brute force to get what it wanted. And in this view, Europe, in standing up to the United States, was championing a very different kind of policy. Europe was standing up for law and for justice, for a “multipolar world,” a more balanced world, a world in which there were limits to what any single country could do.

US leaders obviously did not view things the same way. From their point of view, the whole idea of an Iraq armed with weapons of mass destruction, especially nuclear weapons, was intolerable. They took it for granted that the threat of force, or perhaps even the actual use of force, was the one thing that might prevent Iraq from moving ahead with its weapons program. But the German government wanted to rule out the use of force no matter what. “In the twenty-first century,” Foreign Minister Fischer said, “you can’t use war to force disarmament.” And the French, especially after January, seemed to take much the same line. “War,” President Chirac said over and over again, “is always the worst of solutions.” For the US government, which was inclined to view a nuclear-armed Iraq as the “worst of solutions,” the Germans and even the French had apparently opted for what was in the final analysis a policy of appeasement. And many Americans deeply resented both the sort of anti-US rhetoric coming out of Europe and the sort of policy the French and German governments were pursuing, especially from January 2003 on. The Bush administration was particularly angry with the French for (in its view) having led the United States down the garden path. The French government, it felt, had essentially reneged on the deal de Villepin and Powell had worked out in September: a “senior administration

18 Fischer interview with Stern magazine, March 5, 2003.
official” later told reporters that the diplomatic process “had been going well” until “France stabbed the United States in the back.”

On the surface, the crisis seemed to blow over fairly quickly. US leaders threatened that the French would pay a price for their behavior, but it soon became clear that they had only trivial reprisals in mind. Chirac had warned the east Europeans that their support for the United States during the crisis would “reduce their chances” of entering the European Union. But the Americans at no point warned France and Germany that their actions were putting their alliance with the United States at risk. For Kennedy in 1963, the threat to withdraw the American troops from Europe, and thus effectively to end the alliance, was the only real sanction the Americans had. But forty years later, the Bush administration made no such threat. The Americans, in fact, were soon stressng their continuing commitment to the NATO system, and indeed soon both sides were more or less trying to sweep all the problems that had emerged under the rug.

My basic premise here is that this is not a healthy way of dealing with the issue. I think that some basic questions that emerged during the crisis need to be discussed openly and seriously. So instead of focusing on the question of how US policy in the run-up to the Iraq War is to be assessed, or how the policies of the various allied governments are to be judged, I want to try to analyze some of the fundamental issues that this episode brought to the surface. How much of a problem, first of all, would the development of a mass destruction capability by a regime like that of Iraq in 2002 have actually posed? Aren’t nuclear weapons, and their biological and perhaps chemical equivalents, essentially unusable, when both sides in a conflict are armed with them? Wouldn’t the development of an Iraqi nuclear capability have led to mutual deterrence and thus to a relatively stable strategic relationship? To the extent that an Iraqi capability of this sort would have posed serious problems, couldn’t the Iraqis have been prevented permanently from developing such forces through nonmilitary

---


means? Couldn’t an inspection regime have done the trick? And if the control regime wasn’t up to the job, would it be legitimate for a country to act essentially on its own, without first getting explicit UN Security Council authorization? Was unilateral action impermissible under international law, and is a country that dealt with the problem in that way to be branded a law-breaker? These are not the only important issues that need to be dealt with, but they are important enough, and they are the ones I want to focus on here.

The question of deterrence

There is no question, in my mind at any rate, that the weapons of mass destruction issue – not so much what the Iraqis actually had, but what they were in all probability going to have if no action were taken – lay at the heart of the Iraq crisis. The US government would have been willing to live with the Saddam Hussein regime if it had not thought that this regime had active nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons programs. Even the claim that Iraq had various ties with terrorist groups would not in itself have warranted military action if it had been clear that the regime had honored its commitments and had abandoned all programs for the production of forbidden weapons. And although no such weapons were found in Iraq in the postwar period, and although in all probability none will ever be found, it does not follow therefrom that the Bush administration’s concern with this issue was artificially trumped up to rationalize

23 To be sure, this view is not universally accepted. In France, for example, a March 2003 poll showed that only 3 percent of those questioned thought the main motivation of the United States for going to war was to “disarm Iraq”; 49 percent thought it was to “take control of Iraq’s petroleum resources” (http://www.ifop.com/europe/sondages/opinion/jgtirak.asp). Indeed, many people have claimed, especially after no such weapons were actually found in Iraq, that the argument about Iraqi weapons of mass destruction was artificially trumped up, to serve as a pretext for a war that the Bush administration wanted to conduct for other reasons. But the fact that an assessment turned out to be mistaken is no proof that it was simply fabricated, and there are many reasons why the argument that the Bush administration was lying on this matter is simply implausible. Henry Kissinger, for example, made one key point in a September 2003 interview: “I attended many closed hearings in Washington, and it is impossible to imagine that representatives of the US administration constantly lied to each other at such hearings when they were talking about Iraqi weapons of mass destruction” (Y. Verlin and D. Suslov, “Henry Kissinger: Iraq Is an Exception, Not the Rule,” Nezavisimaya Gazeta, September 17, 2003). For the basic point that the “US intelligence community’s belief that Saddam was aggressively pursuing weapons of mass destruction pre-dated Bush’s inauguration, and therefore cannot be attributed to political pressure,” see Kenneth Pollack’s important article, “Spies, Lies, and Weapons: What Went Wrong,” Atlantic Monthly, January–February 2004, 78–92.

a policy of “regime change” that had an entirely different basis. The fear was real; even the German and French authorities believed that Iraq had active programs for the development of those prohibited weapons. In early 2002, August Hanning, the head of the German equivalent of the CIA, the BND, said that his agency thought that the Iraqis would “have an atomic bomb in three years.”25 In February 2003, Hanning and other BND officials reportedly told a Bundestag committee that they “believed Iraq had mobile laboratories capable of developing and producing chemical and biological weapons.”26 And in a March 10, 2003, interview, President Chirac himself referred to an “Iraq which obviously possessed weapons of mass destruction, which were in the hands of an indisputably dangerous regime and consequently posed a definite threat to the world.”27 Indeed, the most reasonable inference to be drawn from the story of the UN inspection system in the 1990s was that Iraq was determined to move ahead in this area – to do whatever it could get away with. The control regime, of course, had kept it from moving ahead as quickly as it would have liked but, as that regime unraveled, it seemed that nothing would stop it from going ahead with those programs.

But would it have mattered all that much if Iraq had been able to build even a strong nuclear force? Wouldn’t the US government have been able to deter the Iraqis from ever actually using those weapons against American targets or against any of their neighbors? If so, why would an Iraqi nuclear capability have posed a problem? If nuclear weapons are good only for defensive purposes, then why shouldn’t countries be allowed to acquire them (or their equivalents)?

In the United States, the most serious criticism of US policy in the crisis turned on this one absolutely fundamental point: that is, on the argument that nuclear weapons cannot be used for coercive purposes – on the idea that in a conflict neither the Iraqis nor their adversaries would have dared to use their nuclear weapons against each other. Indeed, the claim is that they would not even have dared to use nonnuclear forces in a major way. The use of force would have been too risky, given the nature of the weaponry both sides had. If Iraq had acquired nuclear weapons,

25 Quoted in Jeffrey Goldberg, “The Great Terror,” New Yorker, March 25, 2002 (toward the end of the article). Note also the evidence from non-US sources cited in Julian Borger, “Saddam ‘Will Have Nuclear Weapons Material by 2005,’” Guardian (London), August 1, 2002. Richard Butler, the former UN chief weapons inspector, was quoted there as saying that “there is now evidence that Saddam has reinvigorated his nuclear weapons programme in the inspection-free years.”

26 Article in the German weekly Focus quoted in Agence France Presse report, February 2, 2003. See also “What Now, Mr. President?,” cover story, Der Spiegel, February 17, 2003.

the prospect of nuclear escalation, this argument runs, would have led to a stable peace, just as it (supposedly) had during the Cold War.

A number of leading American international relations scholars argue along these lines, but I think they’re wrong. If Iraq had developed a nuclear capability, it could, I think, have readily been used for coercive purposes. It could easily have been made clear to the Americans – not by making a direct threat, but (in order to reduce the risk of retaliation) in the guise of a simple prediction – that a continuing American presence in the Gulf, for example, would have led to continuing terrorist attacks against the United States. It is often assumed, of course, that Iraq could never have implemented such a strategy, because the United States could have made it clear that any such attack would have led to a devastating counterattack: Iraq would essentially have been wiped out if anything of that sort had been attempted. And administration officials have repeatedly warned that the use of massive countercivilian weapons against the United States would lead to extremely harsh retaliation. In an article published during the 2000 presidential campaign, for example, Condoleezza Rice, later President Bush’s national security advisor, wrote that if countries like Iraq and North Korea acquired weapons of mass destruction, those weapons would be “unusable, because any attempt to use them will bring national obliteration.” But if top officials honestly believed that they were truly unusable, the US government could have looked on calmly as such states acquired those kinds of capabilities. The fact that it was willing to go to extraordinary lengths to prevent a country such as Iraq from being able to build forces of that sort shows that it understood that a massive counterattack would not be automatic, and that the deterrent effect is therefore far from absolute.

And why is it less than absolute? Suppose the Iraqis developed a nuclear arsenal and adopted a coercive strategy of the sort I just described, and suppose the United States did not accede to whatever demands the Iraqis put forward. And then suppose a bomb or two were exploded on American soil. How then would the US government respond? Would it simply destroy Iraq, even if there were no proof the Iraqi government was behind the attacks? Presumably if the United States


were attacked in this way, the Iraqis would have gone to great lengths to conceal their responsibility. Direct threats would not have been issued, and the operation would have been conducted clandestinely, perhaps with a foreign terrorist organization serving as a vehicle of attack. The Americans would have their suspicions, but in the absence of evidence it might be very hard to hold the Iraqis accountable – at any rate in a way that would warrant the destruction of their whole country. Even if the preponderance of evidence strongly suggested that the Iraqis were responsible, it is by no means certain that the US government would retaliate by killing millions of Iraqi civilians – innocent by its own reckoning – above all if it believed that such an attack would have led to additional Iraqi counterattacks against the United States or its allies. Would more limited operations – for example, a conventional attack aimed at the overthrow of the Iraqi government – be possible in such a case? If the Iraqis had any nuclear weapons at all, the United States might be very reluctant to launch an attack against a regime whose back was against the wall. Given all these considerations, it would not be absurd or irrational for Iraq to judge that the risks were limited and thus to opt for a coercive strategy. And indeed there is a good chance that such a strategy, if adopted, would have the desired effect. The Americans, anticipating the problems they would face, might give way and allow themselves to be pushed out of the Gulf, or indeed out of the Middle East as a whole. But there would also be a certain probability, in such circumstances, that these devastating weapons would actually have been used, by one or both sides.

All of this may sound somewhat speculative, but it is important to note that the US government was actually concerned with problems of this sort. Indeed, one of the main reasons why nuclear proliferation was thought to be a problem had to do with the fact that it was understood that even small nuclear arsenals could be used to support a coercive policy. Thomas Schelling, for example, in a top-secret report written for the US government in 1962, had considered the possibility of “extortionate use” by countries with small nuclear arsenals. He noted that countries might profitably adopt a policy of exploiting that kind of threat; and he thought in particular that the “strategy of anonymous attack” needed to be examined.

The same sort of concern (but focusing on the threat posed by biological and not nuclear weapons) surfaced during the Gulf crisis in 1990. The CIA at that time warned that it could not “rule out that Iraq may have

contingency plans to use biological weapons covertly.” Iraq, it thought, “could attack targets out of range of even its missiles by using special forces, civilian government agents, or foreign terrorists to hand-deliver biological or chemical agents clandestinely.”31 The point about clandestine attack came up again in 2002 as the Iraq problem again began to heat up. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, for example, told a congressional committee that the United States needed to be concerned about the threat posed by Iraqi biological weapons (BW). Such weapons, he said, were “simpler to deliver” than nuclear weapons, and could readily be “transferred to terrorist networks, who could allow Iraq to deliver them without Iraq’s fingerprints.”32 Charles Duelfer, formerly deputy head of UNSCOM, the UN inspection organization for Iraq, and an acknowledged expert in this area, had made the same kind of point in congressional testimony earlier that year. “BW,” he said, “is the most difficult present threat posed by Iraq. They certainly have the capacity to deploy it clandestinely or through surrogates should the regime so decide.”33 In fact, before the Gulf War the Iraqis had themselves suggested that Arab terrorists in the West could serve as instruments of attack.34

So the problems an Iraqi nuclear capability would have posed were very real, especially in a world where large-scale terrorism was a fact of life.

**Inspections: a viable solution?**

The prevailing view in the United States during the Iraq crisis was that Saddam Hussein had to be prevented from acquiring a nuclear capability or its equivalent. Many Europeans were also disturbed by the prospect of nuclear or even biological weapons in the hands of the Iraqi dictator. And those attitudes were by no means absurd. But it was one thing to recognize that a serious problem existed and would have to be dealt with, and quite another to say that an invasion of Iraq was the only solution. And indeed those who opposed military action generally argued that a peaceful solution was within reach, and that an inspection regime was a viable alternative to war.

But does that view really stand up to analysis? If the use of force were ruled out (as the Germans, for example, wanted), why would the Iraqis have complied with an effective inspection regime? And how could inspections have provided any effective guarantee that Iraq no longer had any stockpiles of forbidden weapons, nor any programs for the development of such weapons, when the Iraqi government could easily prevent well-informed Iraqis from talking openly with the inspectors? Perhaps on occasion violations would be uncovered, but if those discoveries had no consequences for the regime beyond the destruction of the forbidden material that had been found, how much of a deterrent effect would the inspection regime actually have? In the view of US specialists, and not just people connected with the Bush administration, “an inspection regime that fails to give us high confidence that it is successfully uncovering and blocking any serious WMD development is worse than no regime at all.”

If nothing were uncovered, people would say that this proves there was nothing to be found and that further action would therefore be unwarranted. If the inspectors, however, did find something, the Iraqis would destroy it, and that would be the end of it. In such a case, people would say that this again proved that “inspections were working” and that there was therefore no basis for military action. In either case, the effect of the inspection regime would be to shield Iraq and enable it to go ahead with its clandestine weapons programs essentially with impunity.

During the crisis, problems of this sort – the problems related to the forcible disarmament of Iraq – did not receive anything like the attention they deserved. There was not enough attention given on either side of the Atlantic to what might be called the theory of an inspection regime. There was not enough attention given in 2002 to the history of the inspection regime in the 1990s, and to the lessons that might be drawn from that story. Most of the Americans familiar with that story had come to the conclusion that inspections had not worked. It was important at that point to try to understand why it had failed; it was important in that

35 See Robert Gallucci’s discussion of the inspection regime as it actually functioned during the UNSCOM period. The basic rule was, he points out, “if you find it, you get to destroy it; if you don’t destroy it, we get to keep it” (quoted in Jean Krasno and James Sutterlin, The United Nations and Iraq: Defanging the Viper [Westport, CT: Praeger, 2003]), p. 80. Gallucci was deputy executive director of UNSCOM, and is currently dean of the School of Foreign Service at Georgetown University.


context to try to deal with the question of how a new inspection regime could possibly succeed. But the US government did not push the issue: it did not push the advocates of inspections onto the defensive, by demanding to know how the new regime that was proposed would overcome the problems that had led to the failure of the old regime. And, in Europe, there was no great interest in examining the issue carefully: if an inspection regime was the alternative to war, what point was there to questioning the viability of such a regime?

So the issue was not dealt with seriously by either side, and the American government, in particular, did not handle this question very skillfully. But the fact that it did not make its case very effectively did not prevent many Americans close to these issues from sensing the problems with the notion that one could deal with the situation by reestablishing an inspection regime. For one thing, they viewed it as odd, to say the least, that the French, who had done their best to weaken the control regime in the 1990s, were now presenting themselves as the champions of inspections. And in Europe, although people rarely went into these issues in great depth, it was widely believed that the Americans were much too quick to give up on inspections. But this is the sort of issue that can be analyzed in a relatively sober way. And, to do that, one of the main things we need is a serious political history of the control issue – that is, inspections plus sanctions – from 1991 to 2003, preferably based in large part on captured Iraqi documents. The war may be over, but how Europeans and Americans feel about each other might depend to a certain extent on how issues of this sort are resolved, and one can at least try to think these issues through in the light of the empirical evidence.

The United States and international law

One of the most serious charges leveled against the United States in the European press, and indeed by some European governments, was that the American government was not acting in accordance with international law. Those charges were echoed by an important body of American opinion; many international law scholars, in particular, saw things in much the same way. The standard argument was that, largely as a result of the United States’ own efforts, a legal system had come into being at

38 For the US view on this point, see especially Fareed Zakaria, “Message to the Foot-Draggers,” Washington Post, September 24, 2002: “The dust from the Persian Gulf War had not settled when the French government began a quiet but persistent campaign to gut the sanctions against Iraq, turn inspections into a charade and send signals to Saddam Hussein that Paris was ready to do business with him again.”
the end of World War II. That system, embodied in the UN Charter, and based on the principle of the sovereign equality of all states, had “served as the framework of international relations for the past half century.”

The UN regime had established real limits on the use of force; international politics had been “legally domesticated”; instead of a world of unconstrained violence, one had a world based at least to some extent on the rule of law – that is, on respect for basic legal principles.

But now it seemed that the Bush administration was determined to take whatever measures it felt were needed to deal with developments which in its view threatened American security, whether those measures were lawful or not. The US government felt free to act “preemptively” – that is, to deal with developing threats through military action well before attacks on the United States were actually mounted. It would not respect the sovereign rights of countries it viewed as hostile to do whatever they wanted on their own territory – not if those countries shielded terrorists, or were developing weapons that might pose a threat to the United States, and especially not if those two threats were combined. And it would feel free to take any necessary action, in the final analysis, on its own: it felt it had the “sovereign right” to move ahead without first getting authorization from the UN Security Council. The United States, in other words, this argument runs, had broken with tradition and had opted for a “strategy of violence” – for a world in which the strong did whatever they wanted, unconstrained by any legal principle whatsoever. The United States had thus broken with the rule of law; the claim was that it was bringing about a lawless, dangerous, and exceptionally violent world.

American policy toward Iraq after September 11 was interpreted in the light of what the Americans were saying about their general strategy. The US government and its supporters had little trouble coming up with a

40 The allusion here is to Jürgen Habermas’ reference to the “civilizing achievement of legally domesticating the state of nature among belligerent nations” in an interview published in The Nation, December 16, 2002.
42 See, for example, Charles Lambroschini, “Le droit ne se divise pas,” Le Figaro, February 21, 2003. Note also Chancellor Schröder’s views, as paraphrased in a cover story, “More Europe,” published in Der Spiegel on March 31, 2003, and especially the reference there to how “the law of the more powerful has replaced the law.” For the views of a very eminent French student of international affairs, see Pierre Hassner, “Le retour aux guerres sans règles,” Les Echos, October 17, 2002. Hassner makes many of these same points.
legal justification for the United States’ Iraq policy. The argument was that the use of force against Iraq, a country which everyone agreed had not fully complied with the obligations it had accepted at the end of the Gulf War in 1991, had been legitimated by a whole series of Security Council resolutions, especially by Resolution 687, the famous “mother of all resolutions.” But whether valid or not, in a sense this was a purely technical point. The US decision to launch a military operation was bound to be interpreted in the context of the Bush doctrine. Whatever the technical legal justification, the war on Iraq was publicly justified, and is in fact to be understood, as a “preemptive” war. The US government made it clear during the crisis that it felt (as Secretary of State Powell put it) that the United States had the “sovereign right to take military action against Iraq alone.” UN resolution or no UN resolution, the United States felt it had the right to legitimately take action of this sort.

So the real issue here has to do with that basic claim – that is, with the question of the legitimacy under international law of “anticipatory self-defense.” And it is important to note that the prevailing, although by no means universal, opinion among even American students of international law is that the Bush administration view is legally untenable, and that under international law, at least as it has existed since 1945, the right of self-defense is very narrowly circumscribed. According to Article 2, paragraph 4, of the UN Charter, all member states are to “refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.” Under the charter, the UN Security Council would alone have the right to authorize the use of force. The one exception, provided for in Article 51 of the charter, was that states would still have the right, both individually

44 See especially the text of Vice President Cheney’s August 26, 2002, speech, cited n. 9.
and collectively, to defend themselves against armed attack, pending Security Council action. But that right applied only to the case of actual attack, and not, for example, to a case where attack was merely threatened. The scope for unilateral action was thus evidently very narrow; and with the one exception relating to an actual armed attack, the unilateral use of force, the argument runs, was now legally impermissible, even when what a country honestly saw as its “vital interests” were threatened. 47 A “presumption against self-help,” it is said, lay at the heart of the UN system. 48 According to that interpretation, there was in fact not much that a state could do without Security Council sanction, unless it or one of its allies had actually been attacked. “With the right of self-defence in Art. 51 restricted to the case of armed attack,” one scholar writes, “and with no further exception to Art. 2(4) allowing for the use of force by the individual State, the exercise of force for the enforcement of a vested right or for the purpose of ending another State’s unlawful behaviour is prohibited.” 49 Even reprisals were legally permissible only if they did “not involve the use of armed force.” 50

What is to be made of this whole line of argument? To get at that question, we first have to deal with a more fundamental issue: what gives a certain principle, such as the idea that military reprisals are impermissible, the force of law? How do we know that such a principle is legally binding? And those questions in turn are closely related to the general question of how international law is made, since no given principle is legally binding unless it is produced by a process that gives it the force of law. The law, after all, is not just sitting around someplace waiting to be discovered. It has to be created – and created by a process that gives people the sense that the principles that take shape are legally binding. But created by whom? Legal scholars, obviously, do not have the right to actually make the law; the principles they put forward are not legally binding simply because they say they are. And there is no world parliament, no supranational body with recognized legislative power. Even the UN General Assembly does not have the authority under the UN’s own charter to actually make law. Nor does the World Court have any law-making power. It does not even have the right under its own statute to
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issue legally binding interpretations of the law, except when states voluntarily agree to accept its jurisdiction.

How then is international law actually made? The only really plausible answer is that the law is made by the states themselves. “Governments derive their just powers from the consent of the governed,” and in this case it is the states who are the governed, and it is they themselves who in one way or another decide on the principles they are to be governed by. It is not as though the governments of the world have had the basic principles of international law handed down to them. It is the states themselves who establish international law, by accepting in practice various principles that constrain their behavior, and especially by agreeing to treaties that define what those principles are. “International law,” as the famous legal scholar Lasso Oppenheim pointed out long ago, “is a law not above but between states.”51 As a result, the community of states has to accept a given principle as law for that principle to be legally binding. Some scholars go even further. “Each nation,” Hans Morgenthau, for example, says, “is bound only by those rules of international law to which it has consented.”52 And this is not just a view that only the most hardened realist theorists hold. Even someone like Louis Henkin, whose thinking was by no means rooted in the realist tradition, made essentially the same point. “In principle,” he wrote, “new law, at least, cannot be imposed on any state; even old law cannot survive if enough states, or a few powerful and influential ones, reject it.”53

It is in this context that the basic texts – above all, the UN Charter – that define the international legal order need to be interpreted. If the charter is to be taken seriously, the governments that drafted it would have had to be serious about bringing a new legal regime into being. It follows that, to see what new law was really being created, one has to understand what new obligations governments at the time thought they were taking on. When they agreed to the charter, what did the founders of the United Nations think they were doing? What sorts of constraints – that is, new constraints – did they think the UN Charter would impose on their future behavior? Did they really believe that the use of force, unless it was explicitly authorized by the Security Council, would no longer be legally permissible, except in the event a state was responding to an actual armed attack on itself or an ally?

The only way to get at the answers is to look at the historical evidence—that is, to look at evidence that throws some real light on the question of what the governments understood the charter to mean when that document was first hammered out. And to understand what they had in mind, it is important not just to look at the record of what was said publicly in the formal discussions at the conferences at which the charter was drafted. If the goal is to understand how people really felt—and not just to understand the line governments were taking in public—it is obviously essential to look at sources that were secret at the time—the records, for example, of key meetings in which responsible officials expressed their views. And the most important readily available source of this sort—most important, because the US government played the leading role in drafting the charter—is the first volume in the US State Department’s *Foreign Relations of the United States* series for 1945, the volume dealing with UN affairs.

What the evidence in that volume shows is that the US drafters did not believe that they were giving away very much by accepting the charter. According to John Foster Dulles, then a key member of the delegation to the conference drafting that document, the principle that would eventually become Article 2(4) of the charter gave the United States pretty much a free hand to use force whenever it liked. Under that principle, he pointed out, the member states “pledged to refrain from the use of force in a manner inconsistent with the purposes of the organization. Since the prevention of aggression was a purpose of the organization, action to prevent aggression in the absence of action by the Security Council would be consistent with the purposes of the organization.” That meant that there would be no legal constraint on what the United States could do. As Senator Arthur Vandenberg, the leading Republican on the delegation, noted, Dulles’ “point reduced itself to the principle that we have the right to do anything we please in self-defense.”

Administration representatives saw things much the same way. Leo Pasvolsky, a key State Department official concerned with UN matters, also thought that, under the charter as it was being drafted, “if the Security Council fails to agree on an act, then the member state reserves the right to act for the maintenance of peace, justice, etc.” “There was certainly no statement in the text” being drafted, he said, “under which
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54 The historian’s approach in this regard is somewhat at variance with that of legal scholars, who generally play down the importance of this kind of evidence. See, for example, Simma, *Charter of the United Nations*, vol. I, p. 27.
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we would give up our right of independent action." This was not a trivial point. The British, in fact, as Pasvolsky pointed out, had been “shocked" by how expansive the “American concept of self-defense was.”

Indeed, Vandenberg himself had been shocked. He did not dispute the Dulles–Pasvolsky interpretation. But people, he said, “would be disillusioned beyond words” when they came to see what the plan was. He had thought that there had been “a general renunciation of the right to use force,” but this too, he was told by Senator Connally, the most important Democrat in the delegation, “was not the case.” To be sure, the wording was not as explicit as it might have been, but that was only because it was felt that more explicit phrasing might give the Soviets too free a hand, not because the Americans were prepared to accept real limitations on their own freedom of action – above all, in the western hemisphere, an area when they claimed “preclusive rights.” As Connally put it in this context: “The United States must be able to take care of itself.”

The UN system, moreover, was built on the assumption that the major powers would be able to act as a bloc. States might be asked to forgo the right of self-help if the larger community was able and willing to come to their aid; but if the system did not provide for their security, and if the system did not protect their rights, they could hardly be expected to abide by the rules against self-help. This rather obvious point has been made by a number of distinguished legal theorists. “It is reasonable to restrict self-help against violations of the law,” Hans Kelsen wrote, “only insofar as self-help is replaced by effective collective security.” And Julius Stone took it for granted that it did not make sense to rule out forceful self-help by individual states when the Security Council is unable to work as a bloc and no “effective collective measures are available for the remedy of just grievances.” But what is important to note here is that this point was recognized even in 1945. The Americans took it for granted that, if the UN system failed, the right of self-help would revert to the member

57 Ibid, p. 637.
58 Meetings of the US Delegation to the San Francisco, May 4 and 12, 1945, FRUS 1945, vol. 1, pp. 591 (“preclusive rights”), 593, 680. Note also General Embick’s reference in the May 4 meeting to the need for the United States to maintain “preclusive control over this hemisphere” (p. 594).
states.60 And the official British commentary on the charter noted that “the successful working of the United Nations depends on the preservation of the unanimity of the Great Powers,” that “if this unanimity is seriously undermined no provision of the Charter is likely to be of much avail,” and that “in such a case the Members will resume their liberty of action.”61 Such documents show what was in the minds of the governments at the time; the language shows that they had by no means set out to build the sort of legal structure most international law scholars today assume had been brought into being in 1945. They certainly did not think that the use of force without Security Council sanction and for purposes other than defense against actual armed attack would be legally impermissible no matter how divided the great powers were – no matter how poorly, that is, the Security Council regime functioned. The states, that is, never intended to create a legal regime that would tie their hands too tightly, a regime that would be binding no matter how poorly the UN system worked.

But the law is defined not simply by the intent of the drafters. It is also to be interpreted in the light of, and indeed as a product of, subsequent state behavior. And the key point to note here is that not one of the leading powers – not one of the five permanent members of the Security Council – was prepared in practice to limit its use of force in the way the charter seemed to imply. The examples are too well known to need repeating here, but let me talk about two cases, France and post-Soviet Russia. France was particularly vociferous in condemning the US invasion of Iraq as illegal because it was undertaken without explicit Security Council authorization.62 And yet the French themselves had frequently intervened militarily in what they view as their sphere of influence in Francophone Africa without first getting UN sanction.63 As for post-Soviet Russia, that country has occasionally intervened (without UN

60 Note Leo Pasvolsky’s remarks in the May 12, 1945, meeting of the US Delegation to the San Francisco Conference, FRUS 1945, vol. 1, p. 677, which were quoted p. 000; and also in the May 7 meeting, FRUS 1945, vol. 1, p. 639.
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authorization) in what the Russians see as their sphere of influence in the “near abroad” – in Moldova, Tajikistan, and Georgia. In September 2002, President Putin of Russia threatened to take military action if the Georgians did not prevent their territory from being used as a base for Chechen rebels: “Like America in Iraq, his officials claim, Russia is insisting on its right to take military action, alone if necessary, against a nation which it deems to be in breach of international law.” Two years earlier, Putin had made a similar threat to the Taliban authorities in Afghanistan.

I bring these examples up not because I want to point to French or Russian hypocrisy in this area. Hypocrisy of this sort is perfectly normal in international politics and needs to be taken in stride. The real point has to do with the light such examples shed on the question of what international law actually is. The international legal regime is created by states, not by judges or legal scholars. But all the major states were prepared to use force without UN sanction for purposes other than self-defense, narrowly defined. It is scarcely conceivable that they would have created and sustained a legal regime that would have made them all into law-breakers.

It follows that the argument that the Americans acted “illegally” because force was used without explicit UN Security Council authorization is to be taken with a grain of salt. Indeed, it seems quite clear that this argument has to be interpreted in political terms. A legal framework no one ever took too seriously in the past is now taken very seriously indeed – and from the


To capture the idea that judicial arguments are framed with political goals in mind, the French have developed the concept of a “foreign juridical policy.” See Guy de Lacharrière, La politique juridique extérieure [Juridical Foreign Policy] (Paris: Economica, 1983); and Michel Debré et al. (eds.), Guy Ladreit de Lacharrière et la politique juridique extérieure de la France [Guy Ladreit de Lacharrière and France’s Juridical Foreign Policy] (Paris: Masson, 1989). De Gaulle himself, incidentally, during the Cuban missile crisis, explicitly supported the idea that American action was legal, even though the
US point of view, this can only be because it serves the purposes of those hostile to US policy, those who seek to use whatever instrument is at hand for bringing American power under some sort of control. By pushing a particular theory of international law, the goal, it seemed, was to limit US freedom of action, a tactic that was pursued in other areas as well. The aim, as Michael Ignatieff put it, was to tie the United States down, “like Gulliver with a thousand legal strings.”

But perhaps this is going too far. Governments may be cynical, but there is a serious case to be made by those who believe in the sort of legal regime they associate with the UN Charter at least as an ideal that we should try to move toward, and that case has to be examined on its own terms.

There are fundamental issues here that we need to try to grapple with. One of the most fundamental is the question of whether we really want a world in which force could be legitimately used only in response to armed attack. And the answer here is not as obvious as one might think. To rule out the use of force except in the case of armed aggression is to allow states to renge on their obligations with relative impunity. Does it make sense, for example, to have a legal system in which states in effect have the right to give shelter and support to terrorists? Does it make sense to set up a legal order that shields the law-breaker (as long as his actions do not amount to an “armed attack”) and requires law-abiding states “to submit indefinitely to admitted and persistent violations of rights”? Is that what we mean by the “rule of law”?

The US government, for one, never fully accepted the idea that lawless states could legitimately claim the protections of the international legal system. The “rule of law” might govern relations among states that basically accepted the international legal system. But when a country like the United States had to deal with a lawless power, a somewhat different set of rules applied. In 1941, for example, President Roosevelt rejected the German claim that the American policy of helping Britain was not in line with what was expected of a neutral power under international law. Given its own behavior, a state like Nazi Germany, he thought, had no right to demand that the United States pursue a policy United States was not actually being attacked. “President Kennedy wishes to react, and to react now,” he told Dean Acheson, whom President Kennedy had sent over to brief him on US policy in this affair, “and certainly France can have no objection to that since it is legal for a country to defend itself when it finds itself in danger”: Acheson–de Gaulle meeting, October 22, 1962, FRUS 1961–1963, vol. 11, p. 166.
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in accordance with traditional legal standards. It was absurd that one country would be bound by the rule of law, but not the other; it was absurd that international law would in effect privilege the lawless. A “one-way international law,” a legal system that lacked “mutuality in its observance” – that, in his view, was utterly unacceptable. Such a system, he said, would serve only as an “instrument of oppression.”

There is a basic problem with the idea that we should try to outlaw the use of force except in response to armed attack. The problem is not just that it is out of touch with political reality. A more fundamental problem arises from the fact that armed conflict does not, as a general rule, result from a simple decision on the part of an aggressor to start a war. It is the outcome, generally speaking, of a political process, one that often takes many years to run its course. It is that process as a whole that needs to be controlled; it is a mistake to focus excessively on just one point in that process, the point at which the decision to use force is made. To concentrate all our legal firepower on that one point is to opt in effect for a rather unsophisticated who-fired-the-first-shot approach to the problem of war causation. It is overall policy, and not just policy at one key moment, that we should seek to influence; it is overall policy that we should therefore seek to judge; the principles we develop, the norms we come up with, should thus relate to policy as a whole. And it is by no means obvious (as the case of the 1930s shows) that policies that rule out the use of force will lead to a more stable international order. If the goal is to influence the way an international conflict runs its course – that is, to try to make sure that it runs its course in such a way that the conflict is ultimately resolved peacefully – then it may be entirely proper, and indeed necessary, that power be brought to bear. Everything depends on circumstances. That approach, as Michael Walzer points out, “opens a broad path for human judgment – which it is, no doubt, the purpose of the legalist paradigm to narrow or block altogether.” But that fact is reason in itself to be wary of the legalist approach to these issues.

If power plays a central role in international politics – and in certain key areas of conflict, power is still clearly of fundamental importance – then the last thing that we should want is to give people the sense that they can ignore power realities with impunity – that they are sheltered by legal norms from retaliation and that they are free to act as irresponsibly as they like. We should want people to face up to realities, to accommodate


to basic realities, and in that way to bring about a relatively stable international order.

The fundamental point is that a world in which power considerations loom large is not necessarily a world of endless violence and destruction. A world based on power, in fact, has a certain stability: as the international relations theorists say, there can be “order without an orderer.” If international politics during the Cold War period was relatively stable, especially after 1963, it was not because the international legal system established in 1945 had taken the edge off interstate violence. It is simply a mistake to assume that “UN Charter norms” actually “served as the framework of international relations for the past half century.” The UN regime, in fact, counted for very little. Key elements of the international system during that period – for example, the strategy of deterrence based on the threat of retaliation on an absolutely massive scale – were in fact wildly at variance with the international legal framework as the lawyers commonly portray it. “The lawyers,” as Walzer says, “have constructed a paper world, which fails at crucial points to correspond to the world the rest of us still live in,” and one has to wonder whether that enterprise has done more harm than good.

When people today embrace those legalist conceptions, that position is bound to have major political implications. The prominence of those legal arguments in the political discourse relating to the Iraq crisis is striking, and they played an important role in the politics of the crisis. But those arguments are far more problematic than many people believe, and a more serious analysis of the international law side of the question might lead people to rethink their positions, or at least lead them to look at things in a somewhat different light.

The crisis in the Alliance

The showdown with Iraq, Henry Kissinger wrote about a month before the war with that country broke out, had “produced the gravest crisis within the Atlantic Alliance since its creation five decades ago,” and that view was shared by many observers on both sides of the Atlantic. “It is possible we stand before an epochal break,” German foreign minister
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Joschka Fischer declared in early March. In the Iraq crisis, many European governments supported the United States to one degree or another, but European opinion was overwhelmingly opposed to what the US government was doing. The European press, and especially the French press, was full of anti-American abuse, quite unparalleled by anything one saw in the leading American journals. The Iraq crisis had triggered what Josef Joffe, coeditor of Die Zeit and an exceptionally well-informed observer of US–European relations, called “an enormous wave of hatred against the United States.” The Americans, it seemed, were lawless, arrogant, and imperialistic – the French had in fact taken to referring to the United States as “the empire.” After the war broke out, public opinion polls in France showed about a third of those questioned actually wanted Saddam to win. Anti-American feeling in fact ran high throughout Europe. On April 7, 2003, for example, the New York Times carried an article on anti-Americanism in Greece. One well-known Greek critic of the United States was quoted there as calling the Americans “detestable, ruthless cowards and murderers of the people of the world.” And all of this had repercussions on the other side of the Atlantic. Many Americans read this sort of thing and thought to themselves: “and these people are supposed to be our allies? How can we be allies with people who feel that way about us?”

Some people say that what we saw in the run-up to the war with Iraq was just another crisis in the Alliance, not fundamentally different from the sort of thing we have seen many times in the past. I have spent many years studying US–European relations during the Cold War period, and my sense is that this view is fundamentally mistaken. This crisis was very different from the NATO crises of the Cold War period, even from the most serious of those crises, the crisis of early 1963. During that period, the Europeans and the Americans felt themselves basically to be on the same side. Whatever their differences, the US government and the major European governments did not question each other’s basic honesty. But, in the case of the Iraq crisis, many Americans who follow these issues had
the sense that some key European allies were inclined to take sides against the United States – that the goal was to balance against the American “hyperpower,” to use Hubert Védrine’s famous phrase. They were struck by how quick many in Europe were to jump to what were viewed as extreme anti-American conclusions – to assume, for example, that the Americans were lying about Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction – and they were struck by the fact that the charge that the US government was playing fast and loose with the truth in this area was itself rooted in a very cavalier use of the evidence.

Let me give a couple of examples of this, each involving Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz. The first has to do with an interview he gave on May 9, 2003, which served as one of the bases for a story called “Bush’s Brain Trust” published in the July 2003 issue of *Vanity Fair*; the story itself was released on May 29. According to that article, “Wolfowitz admitted that from the outset, contrary to so many claims from the White House, Iraq’s supposed cache of WMD had never been the most compelling casus belli. It was simply one of several: ‘For bureaucratic reasons, we settled on one issue, weapons of mass destruction, because it was the one reason everyone could agree on.’”

This gave rise to a slew of articles saying, in effect, that Wolfowitz had admitted that the WMD issue was just a “pretext” for a war. But it was quite clear from the transcript of Wolfowitz’s taped interview with the *Vanity Fair* writer posted on the Pentagon website that this was a gross distortion of what Wolfowitz had said. His argument was that the WMD issue had been emphasized because it was the one issue that everyone agreed would justify military action against Iraq.

The other incident involving Wolfowitz had to do with his supposed admission that “oil was the main reason for military action against Iraq”; again, it turns out that he had said nothing of the sort, a point that again would not have been at all hard to discover. It is not difficult to understand why incidents of this sort were often seen in the United States as evidence of a deeply ingrained

84 See, for example, the story in the *Daily Mail* (London), June 5, 2003, whose source was the German newspaper *Die Welt*. On this incident, see Sarah Baxter, “If It Makes America Look Bad, It Must Be True, Mustn’t It?” *Sunday Times* (London), June 15, 2003.
anti-US bias – of an “obsessive” attitude (to use Jean-François Revel’s term), one that went far beyond what the evidence actually warranted.85

Many Americans, in other words, had the sense that there was a certain tendency in Europe in general, and especially in France, to think the worst of the United States. They were struck, for example, by the reaction in Europe to Secretary Powell’s February 5, 2003, speech to the United Nations laying out the US case on Iraq. A good deal of evidence was presented and, although the Iraqis dismissed that evidence as fabricated, the speech impressed most Americans who heard it as a serious and well-thought-out statement. But the mainstream European response was very different. “To Saddam’s lies we can probably add the administration’s own lies” – that was how Yves Thérard reacted in Le Figaro, and many Europeans reacted that same way.86 And when no forbidden weapons were found after the war, that suspicion tended to harden into an article of faith, as though a mistaken judgment was the same as a lie. That sort of reaction, as the more historically aware American commentators noted, represented quite a change from the past. In 1962, it was pointed out in this context, when the Americans offered to show de Gaulle the evidence about the Soviet missiles in Cuba, the French president said he did not need to be convinced: “great nations such as yours,” he told the American envoy, Dean Acheson, “would not take a serious step if there were any doubt about evidence.”87 But that was obviously not the official French attitude during the Iraq crisis period.

What does all this mean about the future of the Western alliance? Many people think that it does not mean all that much – that these problems will blow over as other problems have in the past and that the NATO alliance will remain intact. And it is certainly true that very few people in the United States today openly question the desirability of the American alliance with Europe. Even the expansion of NATO into eastern Europe was generally supported by both political parties – although one has the sense that this support was a mile wide and an inch deep. But NATO itself is still conventionally seen as a “cornerstone” of the international order: it has been around so long that people can scarcely imagine a world without it. If they are pushed on the issue, people will say the United States needs to work with Europe to deal with problems

like international terrorism – as though cooperation would be impossible if the Alliance were gone, and as though the Europeans would have less of an incentive to cooperate with the Americans if the American security guarantee could no longer be taken for granted.

The US government, moreover, no matter how it feels about France and Germany, is still reluctant (as I write this in June 2004) even to talk about withdrawing from the Alliance for fear of embarrassing those European governments who, defying political feeling at home, sided with the United States in the crisis. The Bush administration does not want to betray the governments who took that position. And beyond that, a whole series of considerations having to do with the unhappy course that events in Iraq have taken in the postwar period now has to be taken into account. There is a certain sense today that the US government has bitten off more than it can chew in Iraq and would like more European help to deal with the situation that has developed there. There is a certain sense that the case for war was weaker, in retrospect, than it had seemed at the time the decision to attack Iraq was being made, and that there might be more to be said for the prevailing European view than many Americans had been prepared to admit before the war. And, above all, there is a certain sense that something has to be done about the fact that feeling throughout the world has turned so sharply against the United States, and that the country perhaps needs to start rebuilding its relations with those powers who in the past had been its closest allies. For all these reasons, the US government has tended to take a rather mild line on Alliance issues in the post-Iraq War period.

But still one has to wonder about the future of the Alliance. If even the Kennedy administration, at the height of the Cold War, was prepared to withdraw from Europe during the 1963 crisis, why would a less cosmopolitan US government remain involved indefinitely – when (from the American point of view) the provocation is far greater than it was in the time of de Gaulle and Adenauer, when the need to stay in Europe has receded with the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War, and when the United States is seen as getting so little benefit from its continuing commitment to the security of Europe? The Kennedy administration felt the Europeans could not have it both ways – they could not pursue an anti-American policy (very mild by today’s standards) and still expect to have their security rest ultimately on a system based on American power. It is not hard to imagine that, if attitudes remain as they are, the US government, no matter who is running it, will eventually reach much the same conclusion: if the Europeans want to go their own way politically, they have every right to do so, but if they do, they should not expect the United States to guarantee their security. The feeling
would be (as Eisenhower once put it) that the Europeans could not be allowed to make “a sucker out of Uncle Sam.”

And one does sense below the surface of political discourse a certain lingering resentment toward the two most important continental allies. One is struck, for example, by Kenneth Pollack’s reference, in an important article he published in the *Atlantic Monthly* in early 2004, to the “shameful performance” of France and Germany in the run-up to the war. European views about the United States – and the prevailing view in the post-Iraq War period is decidedly negative – are even closer to the surface. In such circumstances, it would seem natural, in the long run, for the two sides to drift apart. Alliances, of course, are not ends in themselves, and they cannot be expected to last forever. They take shape for political reasons, and they end when political interests no longer warrant their continuation.

If it turns out that the Atlantic alliance is no longer viable, then that fact will have to be faced philosophically. Lord Salisbury, perhaps the greatest diplomatist of the late nineteenth century, once said that the “commonest error in politics is sticking to the carcasses of dead policies.” The policy of maintaining the NATO alliance may indeed be a dying, if not yet a totally dead, policy and, if it is, it is important to begin thinking about the sort of successor regime that should be established and how the transition to that new regime should be managed. But whether the Western alliance is to be saved or replaced by something else, the very fundamental issues the Iraq crisis has brought to the surface need to be analyzed seriously – certainly more seriously than they have been so far.

That analysis has to begin, I think, with the recognition that the core questions here have no easy or obvious answers – with the recognition, as Bernard Brodie put it when he was referring to the complex of problems relating to nuclear weapons, that we are now dealing with issues of “great intellectual difficulty, as well as other kinds of difficulty.” I personally have been studying international politics for over forty years now, and the whole set of problems relating to terrorism, nuclear proliferation, biological weapons, and so on I find extremely difficult – harder to answer, harder even to deal with, than any other set of issues relating to international politics that I have ever encountered, including the nuclear issue as we understood it during the Cold War.
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In fact, the main point I am trying to make in this chapter is that the questions that we now have to deal with are extraordinarily difficult, and the answers are not nearly as obvious as people think. And, if we are to get a sense of how difficult these issues are, it seems to me that some historical perspective might be of real value. We often hear people today, for example, talking about American imperialism and about NATO as an “instrument of American domination.” But it would help, I think, if people remembered that the US government never wanted to create an American empire in Europe as a kind of end in itself. It would help if people remembered that in the early years of the Alliance the US government in fact wanted the Europeans to come together and provide for their own defense – that it wanted Europe to become (to use Eisenhower’s phrase) a “third great power bloc” in world affairs – and that it was only when it became clear that a purely European security system was not viable that the Americans reluctantly accepted the idea of a more or less permanent US troop presence in Europe and thus of a security system based, in the final analysis, essentially on American power.90 There is a myth that the United States had imposed itself on Europe – that from the start it had sought to dominate Europe, that NATO was a way of enabling it to control Europe, that the United States was a country whose sheer power had led it to pursue a policy of domination.91 But the more one understands the real story, the more one is able to see how misleading and indeed how pernicious myths of that sort can be.

The Americans, of course, have a lot of thinking of their own to do – and that applies to Americans on both sides of the Iraq issue. But the Europeans are also going to have to think more deeply about this whole complex of issues. They will have to grapple with them more seriously as they come to see that the American presence in Europe can no longer be taken as an immutable fact of political life. And this is something which may well become clear to them in the not-too-distant future. If basic attitudes do not change dramatically, the two sides are almost bound to drift apart, and an American withdrawal from Europe will become a real possibility. If the Americans reach the conclusion that people in Europe are much too quick to engage in anti-American abuse and that the most important continental governments are more interested in “balancing” the American “hyperpower” than in dealing seriously with real problems, then it is not hard to imagine the United States disengaging from Europe.

90 See Trachtenberg, Constructed Peace, pp. 147–156.
In 1963, President Kennedy said that the United States could “take care” of itself, and the Americans still believe that in the final analysis they do not need Europe. The point is recognized by some of the more serious European commentators. Helga Haftendorn, for example, noted in a recent article that “today the United States can easily do without NATO.” But, for the Europeans, a US withdrawal would open up a can of worms; a whole series of problems, relating especially to German nuclear weapons and to the relationship between Russia and the rest of Europe, would almost automatically come to the fore. Sooner or later, the Europeans are probably going to have to deal with the issue of whether they would really like the United States to withdraw – and, from their point of view, the sooner this issue is addressed, the better. And if, after due consideration, they conclude that they would like the Americans to stay, then they might want to grapple with the very difficult problems of the new world we now live in a more serious way than they have so far.

Looking back on the run-up to the Iraq War, one cannot help but be struck by the shallowness of the discussion – not just in Europe, but in the United States as well. And my assumption here is that this was a big part of the problem – that the reason why the Iraq affair took the course it did, and the reason why US–European relations took the course they did, had a good deal to do with the way the fundamental issues were dealt with. The issues were discussed at much too superficial a level; the core issues were not argued out, with the result that in the end no real meeting of the minds was possible. But that does not mean that we cannot do better in the future. The issues that came up during the Iraq crisis are not going to go away for some time, if ever. My goal here was to show how some of them could be dealt with, but I have done little more than just scratch the surface. There is a lot more scholarly work to be done – including a lot more historical work – and it is about time that we started doing it.